GLOUCESTER v. LLANELLY.

By "TEEK."

Another good win for the cherry-and-whites at Kingsholm, the victims being the sospansies from Llanelli. At their last visit to Kingsholm they brought their sospans with them and won by five points, but on the present occasion Mari-Ann wouldn't let them have the sospans. Being very busy cooking the week's supply of leeks & seaweed.

Thus it was that early in the game the Llanelli men began to feel the absence of a sospans's encouragement.

Noticing this, Milliner took the ball from them and gave it to Millington who handed it to Milloine who passed it back to Millington who gave it to Millington again who put it down in the right place for Millington to convert.

After this the whole field took on a very lively and bustling appearance during which further scores by Millington and Stephens gave Gloucester the game by 11 points to 6.

During this game the referee, Mr. Southby, blew enough wind through his whistle to reach from Kingsholm to the top of Birdlip.